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Abstract—To achieve human-level artificial intelligence, it is
crucial to develop algorithms which handle human-like visual
and linguistic information. One of promising solutions is to
use Multimodal Residual Networks (MRN) for the multimodal
residual learning in assumption of visual question-answering
tasks. It extends the idea of the deep residual learning, which
learns joint representation from vision and language information
effectively. While the MRN is handling with multidisciplinary
problems of vision, language and integrated reasoning, a visual
conversation robot can be a bridge to interact with humans.
Cambot can be instantiated in any platform including robots,
desktops and tablet PCs, which have a camera and microphone,
engaging natural environmental situations of visual conversation
for human interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have been seeking human level artificial intelligence
(AI) technology. For the technology, the studies in AI have
been researched narrow subject like image recognition [1],
[2], [3] and language model [4], [5], [6]. But, we need to
make a robot which can handle multidisciplinary problems of
vision, language and integrated reasoning like a person. Like
the cambot, RI-MAN [7] and Sony’s robot pet, AIBO [8], are
interactive robots. But these don’t have visual and linguistic
ability. The cambot that use a core technology as Multimodal
Residual Networks (MRN) [9] that is great performance at
visual question-answering tasks [10] can understand vision
and language data. It is to learn multimodality of the tasks
exploiting the excellence of deep residual learning [2] and
Stacked Attention Networks (SAN) [11]. Fig.1. shows infer-
ence flow of the MRN. Therefore, the cambot which is made
for basic human level AI robot may help to solve the real
world problems.

II. MULTIMODAL RESIDUAL NETWORKS

MRN consists of multiple learning blocks, which are
stacked for deep residual learning. Denoting an optimal map-
ping by H(q,v), we approximate it using

H1(q,v) = W
(1)
q′ q+ F (1)(q,v). (1)

The first (linear) approximation term is W
(1)
q′ q and the first

joint residual function is given by F (1)(q,v). The linear

mapping Wq′ is used for matching a feature dimension. It
is defined the joint residual function as

F (k)(q,v) = σ(W (k)
q q)� σ(W

(k)
2 σ(W

(k)
1 v)) (2)

where σ is tanh, and � is element-wise multiplication. The
question vector and the visual feature vector directly contribute
to the joint representation.

For a deeper residual learning, we replace q with H1(q,v)
in the next layer. In more general terms, (1) and (2) can be
rewritten as

HL(q,v) = Wq′q+
L∑

l=1

WF(l)F (l)(Hl−1,v) (3)

where L is the number of learning blocks, H0 = q,Wq′ =

ΠL
l=1W

(1)
q′ , and WF1 = ΠL

m=l+1W
(m)
q′ . Notice that the short-

cuts for a visual part are identity mappings to transfer the input
visual feature vector to each layer (dashed line). At the end of
each block, it is denoted Hl as the output of the l-th learning
block, and ⊕ is element-wise addition.

III. CAMBOT

Here, we suggest a cambot as a platform for visual con-
versation. It consists of three parts, such as a robot hardware,
a web server and a visual question-answering (VQA) server.
It is illustrated on fig.2. The robot hardware is equipped with

Fig. 1. Inference flow of Multimodal Residual Networks [9].
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Fig. 2. Three parts of the Cambot.

microphones, cameras and speakers like a human. From the
microphones and cameras, the robot gets audio signals and
images from the human. If a person ask a question to the
robot, the Cambot take a picture and the audio signals, and
the signal is converted to Korean text. We used the Google
Speech Recognition APIs for converting the signal to the text.
Then, the data sends to web server that is second part. If the
Cambot will speak when returned data is received from web
server. Fig.3. is a scene depicting a conversation that a man
ask a question and the Cambot has an answer.

The web server which is made for working on any platforms
like desktops and tablet PCs connects the robot hardware and
the VQA server. In this part, a sentence of input data is
translated Korean into English via the Japanese using the MS
Bing translator APIs, as the VQA server is learned English.
And the data from the third part is translated English into
Korean. If the input sentence translates Korean into English
directly, the translation is not clean. But Japanese and Korean
is better to translate because the sentence structure is similar.
Furthermore, translation of Japanese and English are cleaner
than Korean and Japanese because of the large amount of data.

The last part is the VQA server. The server which is using
the MRN is received the input data that is an English sentence
and image. After process, output data will return to web
server as an answer. The MRN is learned the VQA dataset
[10] which are collected via Amazon Mechanical Turk from
human subjects, who satisfy the experimental requirement. It
includes 614,163 questions and 7,984,119 answers, since ten
answers are gathered for each question from unique human
subjects. The images come from the MS-COCO dataset [12],

Fig. 3. Cambot with interactive communication.

123,287 of them for training and validation, and 81,434 for
test. The images are carefully collected to contain multiple
objects and natural situations, which is also valid for visual
question-answering tasks.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Cambot with MRN is state-of-the-art in visual question-
answering. It is an advanced technology that handles a sen-
tence and image. And the web server which connects a robot
and the VQA server translate Korean into English and English
into Korean. Using the cambot, it is possible to play with
children and teach a foreign language to them. Furthermore,
we expect this technology may help blind people to make it
easy to find something by talking with them. Although the
cambot handle captured image, the cambot will process video
data and other sensing like a human.
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